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ABSTRACT

During the last days of the GOCE mission, after the
GOCE spacecraft ran out of fuel, it slowly decayed before
finally re-entering the atmosphere on the 11th November
2013. As an integrated part of the AOCS, GOCE carried
a GPS receiver that was in operations during the re-entry
phase. This feature provided a unique opportunity for
Precise Orbit Determination (POD) analysis. As part of
the activities carried out by the Navigation Support Office
(HSO-GN) at ESOC, precise ephemerides of the GOCE
satellite have been reconstructed for the entire re-entry
phase based on the available GPS observations of the on-
board LAGRANGE receiver. All the data available from
the moment the thruster was switched off on the 21st of
October 2013 to the last available telemetry downlink on
the 10th November 2013 have been processed, for a total
of 21 daily arcs. For this period a dedicated processing
sequence has been defined and implemented within the
ESA/ESOC NAvigation Package for Earth Observation
Satellites (NAPEOS) software.

The computed results show a post-fit RMS of the GPS un-
differenced carrier phase residuals (ionospheric-free lin-
ear combination) between 6 and 14 mm for the first 16
days which then progressively increases up to about 80
mm for the last available days. An orbit comparison with
the Precise Science Orbits (PSO) generated at the Astro-
nomical Institute of the University of Bern (AIUB, Bern,
Switzerland) shows an average difference around 9 cm
for the first 8 daily arcs and progressively increasing up
to 17 cm for the following days.

During this reentry phase (21st of October - 10th Novem-
ber 2013) a substantial drop in the GOCE altitude is ob-
served, starting from about 230 km to 130 km where the
last GPS measurements were taken. During this orbital
decay an increment of a factor of 100 in the aerodynamic
acceleration profile is observed. In order to limit the
mis-modelling of the non-gravitational forces (radiation
pressure and aerodynamic effects) the newly developed
software ARPA (Aerodynamics and Radiation Pressure
Analysis) has been adopted to compute the forces acting
on GOCE. An overview of the software techniques and
the results of its implementation is presented in this pa-

per. The use of the ARPA modelling leads to an average
reduction of the carrier phase post-fit RMS of about 2
mm and decrement of the difference with the PSO orbits
of more than 1 cm.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The Gravity field and steady-state Ocean Circulation Ex-
plorer is the first Earth explorer core mission of the Euro-
pean Space Agency (ESA). It was launched on 17 March
2009 and its science phase covered the time interval be-
tween the 1st of November 2009 to 21st October 2013.
During this period the satellite was flying in a drag-free
mode. On the 21st of October 2013 the spacecraft ran
out of fuel and the thruster was switched off, starting its
orbital decay.

The GPS data available for the reentry phase have been
processed with the ESA/ESOC NAPEOS software. A se-
quence of programs has been defined and implemented
to process the data and estimate the daily orbital arcs. An
overview of the implemented sequence is described in the
first section. In the second paragraph an overview of the
data used for the GOCE reentry POD is given.

At an extremely low altitude between 230 km and 130
km (altitudes at which the GPS data were successfully
downlinked) the main non-gravitational perturbation was
the atmospheric drag. In order to accurately describe the
interaction of the spacecraft with the atmospheric parti-
cles the software ARPA has been used to compute the
non-gravitational forces acting on GOCE. In this paper
an overview of the approach and models adopted in this
software is given in the third section. The impact of this
sophisticated modelling on the POD results is presented
in the results section.

The dynamical model adopted for the orbit determination
is described in the fourth paragraph.

All the 21 days of data have been processed and precise
ephemerides of the satellite has been reconstructed. In
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the fifth section the results obtained with the standard
NAPEOS models and the ARPA models are presented
and discussed, and the computed orbits are then com-
pared with the Official Precise Science Orbits (PSO).

Conclusions are then reported to summarize the results.

2. GNSS PROCESSING STEPS FOR THE REEN-
TRY PHASE POD

The undifferenced GPS observations available from the
GOCE on-board receiver have been processed based on
a fully-dynamic approach, by using the ionospheric-free
linear combination. A NAPEOS sequence of programs
has been set up to perform the GOCE reentry POD. In
addition to the GPS observations from the on-board re-
ceiver other input files required for the processing are the
IGS final products (ephemerides and clocks).

Figure 1. Sequence of steps performed for the GOCE
precise orbit determination.

Figure 1 shows the sequence of steps performed for the
GOCE precise orbit determination. To start the sequence
an a-priori orbit was necessary to initialize GOCE’s
ephemerides and parameters. For the first day, 21st Oc-
tober 2013, the PSO was used. For the initialization of
the following days, the daily arc propagated from the
previous day has been used instead. An orbit fit of the
positions from the a-priori orbit is then performed with
the selected dynamical model that will be later described.
This step is used to initialize the dynamical parameters.
As a further step the GPS data are pre-processed based
on the fitted orbit, in order to filter the observations and
initialize the receiver clocks. After this step an initial or-
bit determination is performed, processing only the GPS

code. This allows a better initialization of the dynamical
parameters and initial state. A meter-level a-priori orbit is
also computed as input for the following steps. The GPS
data are then pre-processed again based on the new a-
priori orbit, filtering the available observations. As a last
step the GPS code and carrier-phase data are processed in
order to compute the best accurate orbit and parameters.

3. GOCE REENTRY DATA USED FOR POD

GOCE POD has been performed using as main input the
raw GPS code and phase observables from the on-board
12-channel dual-frequency LAGRANGE (Laben GNSS
Receiver for Advanced Navigation, Geodesy and Experi-
ments) receiver, freely downloadable in RINEX 2.20 for-
mat. These data cover the period of time from the 21st of
October 2013 at about 04:04 to the 10th November 2013
at about 17:15, for a total of 19 complete days and 2 par-
tial days of observations, as shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2. Altitude profile along the reentry, showing in
green the arc with GPS data availability.

International GNSS Service (IGS) final GPS orbits and
clock solutions were also retrieved for the processed
days.

Official GOCE reduced-dynamic PSO solutions, gener-
ated at the Astronomical Institute of the University of
Bern (AIUB, Bern, Switzerland) with the support of the
Institute of Astronomical and Physical Geodesy (IAPG,
Technische Universität München, München, Germany)
[3, 14], have been used for two reasons: 1) to initial-
ize the sequence of programs as a-priori orbit and 2) as
term of comparison with the determined orbits. The PSO
solutions are available for the first 16 days of the re-
entry phase, from the 21st of October 2013 to the 5th
of November 2013. At the End Of Life (EOL), when all
the fuel was consumed, the position of the center of mass
and the mass of the satellite itself were different from the
Beginning Of Life (BOL) conditions, and needed to be
updated, as in ESA [6]. Precise position of the GPS an-
tenna was also required, in terms of antenna Center of
Mounting Plane (CMP) with respect to the satellite CoM







Table 1. Dynamical models: gravitational, non-gravitational and empirical forces adopted for the GOCE reentry POD.
Non-gravitational and empirical estimated parameters are also shown.

Dynamical models Description Model Daily Estim. Params.

Static gravity field EIGEN-6C 200x200 [7]
Solid Earth tides IERS-TN32 71 constit., 3x3 [11]
Ocean tides FES2004 106 constit., 50x50 [10]
Third body perturbation Lunar gravity

Solar gravity
Planetary gravity
Indirect oblateness perturb.

Relativistic correction Correction for Gen. Relativity [11]
Aerodynamics Drag force NAPEOS[4] & ARPA[8] 100 CD

Radiation Pressure SRP NAPEOS[11] & ARPA[8]
Albedo ERP NAPEOS[1] & ARPA[8]
Infrared ERP NAPEOS[1] & ARPA[8]
TRR ARPA[8]

Empirical accelerations CPR along- and cross-track [13] 24 x3 (sin., cos., const.)

non-gravitational models. For the last day the sequence
based on the NAPEOS non-gravitational model has not
reached the convergence leading to a non-converge of the
POD estimation process, while the same sequence based
on the ARPA model successfully converged (even if with
a high post-fit RMS). In total 21 daily arcs have been re-
covered, the first arc of 20 hours, 19 arcs of 24 hours, and
the last of 17 hours.

Figure 8 shows the behaviour of the undifferenced
carrier-phase post-fit RMS as a function of time. As can
be observed the first 16 days show a post-fit RMS be-
tween 6 and 14 mm, which then progressively increases
up to about about 80 mm for the last days, with both
the NAPEOS and ARPA non-gravitational models. This
can be explained by the fact that for the first days of the
reentry phase, the altitude was about 230 km, slowly de-
scending due to the aerodynamic drag. At this point the
aerodynamic forces, even if significant, are not as intense
as at the end of the reentry, and the aerodynamic model
can adequately absorb these effects. During the descend-
ing of the spacecraft the aerodynamic forces grow expo-
nentially, even causing instabilities in the attitude of the
satellite. At this point, where the attitude is no more sta-
ble and the aerodynamic effects are extremely high it be-
comes evident that the dynamical models implemented in
NAPEOS are no more capable of accurately matching the
observations, leaving high residuals. Mismodelling of the
non-gravitational forces and of the adopted atmospheric
model (MSIS-90) play a significant role in the high resid-
uals.

Figure 8 also compares the NAPEOS and ARPA non-
gravitational force models. The ARPA models (espe-
cially the aerodynamic one) shows an average reduc-
tion of the post-fit RMS of about 2 mm (mean value,
about 15%), with differences ranging from 0.5 mm up
to 6.9 mm for all the daily arcs, demonstrating the sig-
nificant improvements of the solution with an accurate
non-gravitational forces modelling.

The improvement of ARPA with respect to the NAPEOS

Figure 8. Post-fit RMS of undifferenced carrier phases
(in millimetres) for the solutions using the NAPEOS or
ARPA non-gravitational force models. Satellite altitude
decay is also shown.

flat plate models can also be observed in the estimated
empirical accelerations in the along-track direction, as
shown in Figures 9 and 10, with a reduction of more than
20%. The cross-track CPR’s components (not illustrated)
show a reduction of more than the 40%. The estimated
along-track CPR’s (constant, sine and cosine terms), as
well as the cross-track components, show lower values at
the beginning of the reentry, while at the end they show
much higher oscillations to absorb the unmodelled ef-
fects, mainly due to the aerodynamics.

Figures 11 shows the estimated drag coefficients (100
per day) when using the NAPEOS flat-plate aerodynamic
model. It is possible to observe that since the beginning
the oscillation of this parameter is high (mainly between
1.2 and 5) to absorb the effects of the aerodynamic drag.
The parameter shows higher values on the days of the
year 311 and 313, and this is mainly due to instabilities
in the attitude of the satellite (see Figure 4). A constant
area flat-plate in these conditions, where the satellite is
not perfectly oriented with the velocity vector, is not ca-



Figure 9. Estimated along-track CPR for the solution us-
ing the NAPEOS non-gravitational force models.

Figure 10. Estimated along-track CPR for the solution
using the ARPA non-gravitational force models.

pable of accurately modelling the variations of the GOCE
projected area along the wind vector (the ratio between
the satellite frontal and side area is about 11).

When the ARPA non-gravitational models are applied,
the computed aerodynamic forces are scaled to better fit
the observations. Figure 12 shows the estimated scaling
factors (100 per day) for all the 21 daily arcs. As can be
observed the values are centered around the unitary value,
and most of the factors are within the range 0.5 - 1.3. For
the last days, again especially for the days of year 311 and
313, the estimated values are still slightly higher, but less
significantly than with the flat-plate model. This is due to
the better modelling of the satellite geometry and interac-
tion with the airflow, also in case of unstable attitude con-
ditions. The estimated aerodynamic scaling factors show
a mean value of about 0.92 with a standard deviation of
less than 0.3. This shows that the aerodynamic acceler-
ations computed with the ARPA model, when using the
MSIS-90 atmospheric model, have a higher intensity than
expected, by about the 8% (mean value).

As can be observed in Figure 13 the aerodynamic forces,
as computed with the ARPA model and the MSIS-90 at-
mospheric model, show quickly increasing values as the
altitude of the satellite decreases. The trend is almost ex-

Figure 11. Estimated drag coefficients for the solution
using the NAPEOS non-gravitational force models.

Figure 12. Estimated aerodynamic scaling factor for the
solution using the ARPA non-gravitational force models.

ponential, showing, at the end of the available period of
data, values of more than 7.E − 4 m/s2, which is almost
100 times higher than during the beginning of the reentry.

As a validation of the procedure adopted to recover
the orbits during the reentry, the computed ephemerides
where compared to the PSO’s and the result is shown
in Figure 14. The PSO’s are available until the 5th of
November 2013 (Day of Year 309). As can be observed
the difference between the PSO’s and the solutions com-
puted with the NAPEOS model is set around 10 cm for
the first 8 days, while with the ARPA model, for the same
period, it is around 9 cm. Starting on the 29th of October
(Day of Year 302) the difference becomes higher, with a
quick difference jump on the DOY 303, reaching the level
of about 17 cm for the last day. On the DOY 303 an at-
titude instability takes place, especially in the yaw angle
(see Figure 4). This is even more evident in the compari-
son between the ARPA and NAPEOS orbits, which show
an average difference of about 4.8 cm, which on the Day
of Year 303 shows a jump to about 7.5 cm. This is due
to the fact that the aerodynamic flat-plate model does not
model all the surfaces of the satellite during the attitude
changes, while ARPA is capable of accurately modelling
this effect.



Figure 13. Evolution of the satellite aerodynamic forces
and altitude as a function of time.

Figure 14. The 3D orbit difference RMS with respect to
the reduced-dynamic PSO solutions (in centimetres).

7. CONCLUSIONS

The GPS data of the GOCE on-board LAGRANGE re-
ceiver were successfully processed and daily orbital arcs
were recovered for all the observed period of the reentry
phase, for a total of 21 daily arcs. It has also been pos-
sible to further test the ARPA software and its computed
non-gravitational forces during the non-drag-free reentry,
demonstrating its improvements on the POD solutions.

The post-fit RMS of the undifferenced carrier phase
residuals shows values between 6 and 14 mm for the first
16 daily arcs, which then increase with the decrement of
the orbit altitude, reaching a level of about 80 mm on the
last available day, where the altitude is about 130 km.

The estimated empirical accelerations show higher values
at the end of the observed reentry, as the altitude of the
satellite decreases and the aerodynamic forces get higher.
With the ARPA modelling a reduction of these empirical
accelerations is observed, with an average decrement of
about 20% in the along-track and 40% in the cross-track
directions.

While the NAPEOS aerodynamic model (flat-plate) does

not take into account all the satellite surfaces,their proper-
ties and their interaction with the airflow, as demonstrated
by the high oscillation of the estimated drag coefficients,
the ARPA model significantly reduces this mismodelling.
During the reentry it was observed that the forces com-
puted by ARPA when using the MSIS-90 atmospheric
model are overestimated by about the 8%, based on the
estimated aerodynamic scaling factors.

The computed final orbits were compared to the Precise
Science Orbits, showing a progressively increasing dif-
ference as the altitude decreases. The orbits based on the
NAPEOS models show a difference of about 10 cm for
the first 8 days, while ARPA shows a value of about 9
cm. For both the models a quick jump in the orbital dif-
ference is visible for the following days, reaching a value
of about 17 cm for the last available PSO. An average
difference between the ARPA and NAPEOS solutions of
about 5 cm has been computed, showing the significant
difference between the two modelling approaches. At this
point, it is not possible to state which is the most precise
orbit.
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